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ABSTRACT 

Several research groups reported that hot perchloroethylene (PCE) extracts 
elemental sulfur (SO) from certain coals. We have shown recently that 
only weathered coals yield SO in these extractions and that oxidation of 
pyrite is the source of the So obtained. However, questions remain 
concerning why different labs have reported different levels of ASTM 
organic sulfur removal by PCE extraction of the same coals. This project 
was undertaken to clarify confl icting claims of coal desulfurization using 
PCE extraction. 

·Possible differences in techniques between labs, such as temperature 
changes during extraction and workup, the effect of air or fast reactions 
of SO with the coal have now been eliminated as possible sources of 
differences in desulfurization. Additional differences such as catalysis 
by breakdown products of the solvent or reactions between solvent and coal 
components were studied and determined not to increase organic sulfur 
removal by PCE extraction. Studies of sink/float separated coal fra.ctions 
showed that the amount of SO removed increased with the mineral content 
and decreased with the organic sulfur content of the fraction. 

Extended heating of coal with PCE solutions of SO at reflux resulted in a 
slow, approximately first order, uptake of sulfur into the coal as ASTM 
organic sulfur. When 34S enriched So reacted with IBC-107, a coal with a 
unique 34S/32S ratio for each sulfur form present, al I sulfur forms were 
isotopically enriched to some extent and iron monosulfide of high isotopic 
enrichment was detected. The isotopic enrichment of mineral forms of 
sulfur is consistent with a dissolution/reprecipitation mechanism. 

Circumstantial evidence indicated that bacterial oxidation of pyritic 
sulfur could have been responsible for production of the SO found in IBC-
107. Preliminary biological screening experiments of IBC-l05 and -107 
coal indicate the presence of mixed strains of bacteria, at least one of 
which apparently metabol izes sulfur. 

Based upon the evidence from this project and others, it is concluded that 
extraction of coal with hot PCE is an excel lent method for determination 
of the So content of coals, but since this is a minor form of sulfur in 
most coal it cannot form the basis for a desulfurization method. 
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